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Aaron Duke
The intent of the A FRAME series was to design a smaller scale, conference table series that felt both inviting and intriguing. The form evolved from the desire to develop a composition of parts that expressed a certain amount of levity and lightness, while at the same time conveying warmth and softness. The design language of the surface and the architectural angles of the legs play their distinct roles in capturing that intent.

**Surface Shapes**
All standard Nienkamper veneers and laminates
- Rectangular
- Rectangular with soft corner
- Boat
- Super Ellipse
- Racetrack

**Base Finish Options**
- Polished Chrome
- White Powder Coat
- Silver Powder Coat
- Black Powder Coat

**Connectivity**
Nienkamper offers connectivity solutions for the A Frame Table, our Vox® S Series Forum, M Series Forum or SIMPLE Pop Up Forum with our Vox® Cable Conduits provide a variety of power/data/AV options for your needs.

**Edge Details**
- Taper Edge (TE)
- Self Edge (SE)
- Facet Edge (FE)
- Flowform Edge (FF)
- Camber Edge (CE)

**Sizes**
A Frame conference tables are available in standard sizes:
- Width: 42”, 48”, 54”, 60”
- Length: 120”, 132”, 144”, 156”, 168”, 180”, 192”, 204”, 216”, 228”, 240”